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EXOUS Bodygear Launch New Tennis Elbow Support Strap To Help With
Pain Associated With Lateral Ecpicondylitis

Lateral Epicondylitis is a condition often referred to as 'tennis elbow.' EXOUS Bodygear, a
sports & fitness company who specialize in supports and braces, have now launched their
Performance Elbow Strap in the UK.

Holborn, London (PRWEB UK) 4 September 2017 -- The Performance elbow strap is a product designed to
help with inflammation of the tendon around the elbow. Common issues arise from repetitive use scenarios
most typically associated with playing tennis, Gold, racquet sports, weight training in the forearms and even
something as simple as excessive use of a keyboard when typing. The condition often creeps up over time and
when inflamed can make simple tasks as mentioned above quite painful and can take a long time to heal.

The EXOUS Bodygear performance elbow strap works by applying pressure from it's dual velcro fastening
systme and its high density EVA foam pad that when fitted to the inflamed area can help reduce pain and
inflammation by targeting the area and applying pressure to the inflammation. Applying consistent pressure
helps relieve the symptoms and pain. The performance elbow strap therefore can be used in sport to help get
through playing with less pain.

The tennis elbow strap is lightweight weight around 30grams and has a diamond shaped high density foam pad.
This combined with the two way velcro fastening system mean that the pressure being applied to the elbow area
will come from both directions giving an even application of pressure which consequently provides more
consistent and reliable pressure giving better symptomatic relief over straps and braces which are designed with
only one adjustable strap.

"The effectiveness of our tennis elbow support strap is down to the high quality material we have used to make
the product. Most other tennis elbow straps and counter force braces use 'gel pads' or a very soft material to for
the area to be treated with the brace. This presents two issues, firstly the one strap counter force style strap will
only provide pressure from one angle or direction, and can also be over tightened making it uncomfortable.
Straps and braces which use a soft gel like material for the pad will simply not give enough pressure to push the
inflammation down, which is what gives the pain relief. Our product does away with these two issues by using
a 2 strap system and a much firmer 0.25mm high density foam pad," Mannie Kaur brand manager had said.

EXOUS Bodygear have a Youtube channel where consumers can see the tennis elbow brace review to help
them understand more about their products and features.

About EXOUS Bodygear
EXOUS Bodygear are a sports and fitness brand dedicated to making high-quality functional products that meet
the needs of the consumer. Our brand ethos is “different by design” making new and exciting products that
have been designed to offer more function, features and value to what is in the marketplace already.

http://www.prweb.com
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=exousbodygear+tennis+elbow+strap&rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3Aexousbodygear+tennis+elbow+strap
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B073ZLBHWX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_2pGQXQCSI&t=39s
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Contact Information
Mannie Kaur
Exous Bodygear
http://www.exousbodygear.com
+44 7766727740

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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